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LACY advised that his only contact with RUBY was in
connection with the above material .
He advised he is not acquainted with LEE HARVEY
OSWALD and knows of no . association between RUBY and OSWALD .
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JOHN LACY, employee Graphic Studios, 1310 Main
Street, advised he first met JACK RUBY on about Monday, November
4, 1963, or a day or two later, when RUBY came into the plant to
discuss making up printed material for the Carousel Club with
Hr . POWELL . His only contact with RUBY at that time was in
connedion with this work . At the time RUBY was in, he gave
POWELL and LACY pass cards to the Carousel Club . He has not
used his pass card . The only time he has been in the Carousel
Club was on November B, 1963, when be delivered the printed
material to RUBY . RUBY paid him in cash for the order .
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EDWARD FEIN, tailor, Room 302, 1521 Commerce,
Dallas, Texas, was advised that RUBY's records indicated he
issued
Carousel Club pass card no . 143 and he
had been
was asked for details concerning his acquaintance with RUBY .
Mr . FEIN advised that RUBY brought some trousers to his
place - of business to be altered about November 9, 1963, to the
best of his recollection, and he has never returned for the
trousers . Prior to that, he was contacted only on one or two
occasions by RUBY, in each instance RUBY came to his place
of business for tailer work . RUBY gave him the pass card on
one of these occasions .
FEIN has never been to the Carousel Club and has
had no opportunity to learn anything concerning Mr . RUBY's
background, personal . live, activities or associates . He
does not know LEE HARVEY OSWALD and has no information to
indicate a connection between RUBY and OSWALD .
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